**SUSPENSE/DRAMA**

**MARRIED LIFE SCENES**

*Broadcaster: KION VOD, Russia // Episodes: 8 x 30 mins // Language: Russian*

They say true love never dies...

*Married Life Scenes* brings an edgy and fresh take on modern marriage – because you never really know what goes on behind closed doors. The series follows a young married couple, Polina and Nikita, who were madly in love but have quickly become disillusioned and are headed for a divorce. However, when Polina kills an influencer she thinks Nikita is cheating on her with, the couple’s passion is rekindled. With their relationship never better, the couple seed themselves as “cleansers” as they rid the world of whomever they deem toxic, falling deeper in love with each other again as they do. As they get tangled in a high-profile case, Polina and Nikita must keep killing to protect their lives, freedom and their love – but how far are they willing to go to do so?

**VERTIGE**

*Broadcaster: Séries+ & TVA, Canada // Episodes: 6 x 60 mins*

**Only your memory can save you**

A dramatic mini-series that follows the story of a young woman who awakens from a 3-month coma. With no memory of the 24 hours prior to her alleged suicide attempt, she tries to piece together what really happened and realizes she can trust no one.

**THE NAKED TRUTH**

*Broadcaster: Channel 10 // Episodes: 16 x 30 mins*

**The truth has many faces**

In this thrilling drama, set in an interrogation room and the adjacent space, investigators strive to find a missing teenage girl. As breakthroughs are made, new suspects are incriminated, and the investigators come closer to discovering the shocking truth.

**CALL ME IF YOU DIE**

*Broadcaster: TVA, Canada // Episodes: 8 x 60 mins*

**Walking the line between law and loyalty**

When Jean-François is forced to return to the city he’s been avoiding for 30 years, he is made a lieutenant on an operation to bring down the Italian Mafia – forcing him to confront Mario, his lifelong best friend and a high-ranking mafioso.

**THE KILLER INSIDE**

*Broadcaster: TVA, Canada // Episodes: 40 x 60 mins*

**There’s no way out**

An interrogation specialist and her team will delve into 3 suspects’ minds in each episode in order to uncover truths. Investigating the world of crime, she will solve the murders in her own, unpredictable way. A drama that portrays the complex world of the interrogation room, with its constant mix of suspense and emotions.

**REFUGE**

*Broadcaster: TVA, Canada // Episodes: 144 x 60 mins*

**Secrets will always catch up with you**

Years after leaving her hometown, Brigitte returns for her daughter’s wedding. The celebration turns into a mysterious murder case that reveals long-hidden secrets, forcing Brigitte to uncover what happened and confront the past that she worked to escape.

**ECLIPSE**

*Broadcaster: TVA, Canada // Episodes: 96 x 60 mins*

**How do you find your light, when darkness hits?**

Tortured by guilt and responsibility after the death of their young son, Anne-Sophie leaves her home and family while her husband is left behind to pick up the pieces. As they try to discover who is really to blame for the tragic event, will there still be hope for them or is their loss too shattering to overcome?

**MUNA**

*Broadcaster: Kan, Israel // Episodes: 8 x 30 mins*

**Torn between two worlds**

Muna is a free-spirited Arab-Israeli photographer who has been chosen to represent Israel at an international photography exhibition. Set in a time of war, when violence and conflict forces everyone to pick sides, Muna must choose with whom her true loyalties lie. Will she choose to honor her heritage or follow her heart?

**KARL AND MAX**

*Broadcaster: TVA, Canada // Episodes: 10 x 60 mins*

**What would you do with a dead body, a gun and a bag full of cash?**

Karl and Max are just 2 ordinary guys on an ordinary fishing trip... but when they find a bag containing a gun and millions in cash they are thrown into a world that they could have never imagined. Will Karl and Max be able to return to their peaceful lives?
Every country has its musical legend

In 1968, Danny Hollywood, the most popular rock star in the country's history, mysteriously dies on the night before his wedding. Skip to today as a young filmmaker journeys through time to solve the mystery of Danny's death, trying to prevent his death before it happens – again.

HOSTAGES

Broadcasters: Channel 10, Israel // Episodes: 22 x 60 mins // Language: Hebrew

How would you choose between your family and the life of the President?

The highly acclaimed crime-thriller that follows a renowned surgeon about to perform a routine operation on the President, when her family is taken hostage. She is ordered to sabotage the procedure and kill the President – or her family will die. As we follow one woman's battle to save both her family and the President, we are taken on an emotional journey where all are fighting for survival.

Raising the channel's ratings by 75%, Hostages aired in over 20 countries to date, including the UK's BBC where it received rave reviews, in the US on CBS, and is now available worldwide on Netflix.

ALLENBY

Broadcasters: Channel 10, Israel // Episodes: 12 x 60 mins // Languages: Hebrew, Portuguese

You can look, but you can't touch

Allenby is an addictive psychological drama which takes place in the depths of Tel Aviv's night life. The series gives a gripping insight into the secret underworld of a strippers' bar and gives access to a world that is famously restricted.

When Mika, a beautiful and alluring stripper, is physically assaulted, she is pulled into a game of trust, secrets, lies and betrayal. As those around her get involved, will Mika be able to keep her secrets locked away? Allenby reveals complex characters living their lives on suspicion, venality and desire. Safety is a precious commodity on Allenby St: trust no one.

THE GAME

Broadcasters: TVA, Canada // Episodes: 10 x 60 mins

She's playing for her life and there's no [Esc]

Video game designer Marianne is a rising star in the game designer community but when she publicly criticizes online “trolls”, she starts a massive controversy that results in an online campaign attacking her. As the harassment grows more intense, she must beat them at their own game before she loses it all.

EXPOSED

Broadcasters: HOT, Israel // Episodes: 160 x 30 mins

Where the real drama takes place behind the scenes

Working for the country's top-rated news show, newscaster Gali Arazí uncovers the scoop of a lifetime – an alleged rape by a highly-positioned judge. When her exposé leads to the judge's death, Gali's big opportunity becomes the story that sends her plummeting to her failure.

THE ARBITRATOR

Broadcasters: HOT, Israel // Episodes: 45 x 60 mins

Once you enter the family, there is no way back

A social worker discovers that he is the lost son of the Underworld's most powerful man – The Arbitrator. In spite of himself, he finds himself drawn into his father's dark world and is asked to cross boundaries and re-evaluate morals, traveling further down a path of no return. Will he take over his father's legacy or return to his old life...?

STREET JUSTICE

Broadcasters: Channel 10, Israel // Episodes: 25 x 60 mins

To protect the law, sometimes you need to break it

Street Justice stars a hot-headed police detective who detests criminals, and can't wait for them to make “mistakes” before taking the law into his own hands. He works to clean up the streets, he'll do it whatever it takes without thinking twice. What happens when the hunter becomes the hunted.

THE GOMOTHER

Broadcasters: Series+, Canada // Episodes: 5 x 60 mins

A tough woman in a man's world

The Godmother follows Paloma Hermosa who heads up a money laundering and cocaine trafficking operation. A loving mother, she is above suspicion as she leads a powerful crime organization–until a policeman determined to bring her down disrupts her well-ordered life with an investigation that ultimately leads to her imprisonment.

DANNY HOLLYWOOD

Broadcasters: Yes, Israel // Episodes: 200 x 30 mins

Every country has its musical legend

In 1968, Danny Hollywood, the most popular rock star in the country’s history, mysteriously dies on the night before his wedding. Skip to today as a young filmmaker journeys through time to solve the mystery of Danny’s death, trying to prevent his death before it happens – again.

You can look, but you can't touch

Allenby is an addictive psychological drama which takes place in the depths of Tel Aviv’s night life. The series gives a gripping insight into the secret underworld of a strippers’ bar and gives access to a world that is famously restricted.

When Mika, a beautiful and alluring stripper, is physically assaulted, she is pulled into a game of trust, secrets, lies and betrayal. As those around her get involved, will Mika be able to keep her secrets locked away? Allenby reveals complex characters living their lives on suspicion, venality and desire. Safety is a precious commodity on Allenby St: trust no one.
**A Family Man**  
**Broadcaster:** TNT, Russia  
**Episodes:** 32 x 30 mins  
**Language:** Russia

3 pregnant women...1 father...not your average family

*A Family Man* follows an ordinary man who has been trying to get his wife pregnant. And when that day finally comes, he is faced with some shocking news – not only is his wife pregnant but so is his mistress...and his one-night stand.

Understandably shocked by the news, he decides that he will be there for them all and invites them to all live with him under one roof. To his surprise, the women form an unlikely friendship and move in together...without him. Can they really come together as one happy family?

---

**La Famiglia**  
**Broadcaster:** Channel 10  
**Episodes:** 45 x 30 mins  
**Language:** Hebrew

Just a normal family

The hilarious Israeli comedy, *La Famiglia* follows the lives of a perfectly normal suburban family with many reasons to be happy, and even more reasons to go to therapy...Each episode revolves around a new therapy session in which they bring up the most embarrassing, bizarre, awkward and insane moments that are a part of every family’s life – from their sex life to her complaints, his best friend, and of course, his mother! Their therapy sessions provide the entertaining basis for the series, through which the comical scenes in their family life are revealed.

And just like any good therapy session, you may know where it starts, but you never know where it’s going to end!

---

**Life Isn’t Everything**  
**Broadcaster:** Channel 2  
**Episodes:** 150 x 30 mins

Be careful what you wish for....

*Life Isn’t Everything* is a romantic and slightly cynical sitcom that centers on a comedy writer who can’t seem to figure out life. Just when he thinks he’s got it all, he realizes he should be more careful of what he wishes – life might just give it to him! Trying for a baby with his wife, the soon realize that all they want is a good night’s sleep.

Attempting to bring back the passion, they realize that they would be better off divorced. But after trying to date other people, they realize all they wanted all long was to be together! Touching, honest and funny, the series offers a true look at life with a loveable family.

---

**Honey Badgers**  
**Broadcaster:** Channel 2  
**Episodes:** 12 x 30 mins

Will they fake it till they make it?

4 best friends from a small town change their identities to get jobs at one of the world’s top financial firms. They will fake their names, their speech and their style – all to appear more sophisticated and achieve their fantasy of opening their own investment company.

---

**Sunday League**  
**Broadcaster:** TV3, Sweden  
**Episodes:** 8 x 30 mins

She’s got the balls but have they got the talent?

Selma Nord, an inexperienced football coach, gets in over her head by taking a job coaching the worst team in Division 7 football. Selma is as desperate as she is determined and will give the team everything she’s got. But will that be enough for her and Vinninge BK to pull off a win?

---

**My Life in 60 Seconds**  
**Broadcaster:** Reshet  
**Episodes:** 18 x 30 mins

A laugh a minute!

In this hit comedy, an unemployed comedian with 7 kids just wants a minute to himself! Through 60-second scenes, timed by an on-screen clock, we see the hilarious and dramatic twists that his new lifestyle takes him on. As the episode goes on, the laughs will escalate by the minute.

---

**The Odds**  
**Broadcaster:** TVA, Canada  
**Episodes:** 50 x 30 mins

Will their love win against all odds?

A touching romantic comedy that follows the story of a man who leaves his wife for another woman, and then tries everything to win her back when he realizes he’s made a mistake. The one thing they agree on is to put their daughter’s happiness first. But can they truly reconcile against the odds?